
WORSHIP AND LITURGY IN A MULTICULTURAL SETTING: 

“VARIETY AS THE SPICE OF WORSHIP LIFE” 

 

I. OPENING 
 Multicultural worship is not recipe/template but process/relationships  

 

A. Intro of leaders  
  
 B. Intro of participants:   (pairs/triads) 
  1. name and story about your name 
  2. what learned about worship to pass on 
  3. what don’t want to pass on 
 
 C. Intro of participants:  (whole group) 
  1. Name 
  2. How is current worship multi-cultural? 
  3. How is it not? 

 

II.  Basic Assumptions about Worship - what 
 

A. “A multicultural church intentionally seeks to recognize, celebrate and incorpo-
rate a diverse membership in worship, utilizing languages, art and diverse 
theological expressions…” 

 
B. No two worship services are identical or should be or even can be:  -liturgical 

year, secular calendar, contemporary context, Biblical texts….      
      specific community/congregation always changing  

 
C. Worship should never be boring, routine, or rigid     

 
D. Giving-The Sacred Art: Creating a Lifestyle of Generosity   

by Lauren Tyler Wright 

Chapter 1 - Giving as Worship:  

        Responding to God’s Generosity with Joyful gratitude 
 premise: giving is an act of worship 

Worship is -   

 1. intentional - pattern of looking for and recognizing Divine activity  

 2. reverential - not same as or limited to serious and somber 

 3. joyful gratitude - can be both starting point for  
          and attitude generated by transformational worship  

 



E.---from Reformed Worship (Rice/Huffstutler)   Essential Characteristics:  p.6-7 

1. focus on community, covenanted together; worship never private matter; 
sacraments belong to whole church, authorized by Session  

2. Involvement of the people: primary been singing (hymnal = chief liturgical 
text) but also study during sermon; at best, preaching not a monologue; 
congregation as passive audience is relatively recent 

3. Simplicity: focus on Word not persons/objects; emphasis on useful vs 
merely decorative, on pulpit and table not frills = sometimes stark. Scripture 
always interpreted, language of the people = emphasis on understanding 

4. Combination of Word & Sacrament: sacraments enact/seal Word and 
both testify to Christ, the Living Word; Martin Luther: God has given us five 
senses and we are ungrateful if we use less in worship. If emphasis is on 
Word “heard”  then = emotional impoverishment and worship as lec-
ture/forum; key to  
renewal is restoring balance. 

5. Importance of Psalms: represent deepest spirituality of scriptures; early 
Reformed known for love of/knowledge of Psalms, knew by memory and 
could recite in crisis, sung at every worship.  Enable expression of full 
range of human emotion. Principal connection between public and private 
worship. Reformed insistence worship as glorifying God - not those wor-
shipping - proclaiming goodness and grace of God and Psalms enable us 
to do this. 

6. Adaptability: tradition always welcomed change - not rigidity.  Able to be at 
home in many different cultures, adjust to rapid social change. Therefore 
can move into future without burden of being stuck in past. Free to experi-
ment with new forms when sufficiently grounded in a faith that keeps from 
being vapid. 

 
   Essential that we listen to each other, be in relationship 
 

THEREFORE 
Essential characteristic of Faithful Presbyterian Worship is to be multicul-
tural as per Directory of Worship:  “use of inclusive music, languages, arts 
reflect the diversity of the community”  

 

INVITE RESPONSES:   
(awareness of variety of cultures - languages, racial-ethnic, generations, region-
al, urban, professional, ability/disability, - who gets left out? treated as “other”) 
USE photos? to share experiences of being welcome/unwelcome? 

 



III. Assumptions for this workshop: why & how 
 A. Introducing new elements in existing worship, not creating additional services  
  
 B. New/multi-cultural elements can be introduced using/adapting existing  
      resources: Presbyterian Hymnal, Sing the Faith, Glory to God 
 
 C. Change produces resistance but also offers opportunity: educate about WHY 

 -as form of intercession for other cultures, countries, peoples  
  (Iona statement of rationale for singing freedom songs from S. Africa) 

 -as hospitality: enables ALL to feel welcome and to participate -  
   a church where there is no OTHER 

 -as pastoral care: values each person and their circumstances 

 -as demonstration of unity with Christians in other places, circumstances 

 -as a matter of justice 

 -as reminder of those who are not present locally but all body of Christ 

 -to engage all senses/whole person (ref to Luther) 
 

 Japanese Chef: use of new technologies to make noodles   “You must 

change with the times in order to preserve the traditions.” 

 

Experiential Worship: Encountering God with Heart, Soul, Mind and Strength 
(Bob Rognlien) from intro p.24-26:  

Biblical worship is always bidirectional  

Worship leaders entrusted with facilitating encounters with God in which we 
can be transformed.  

The rediscovery of Experiential Worship is not just an optional diversion … it 
is a necessity [for all who} seek to live and share the good news of Jesus 
Christ in this emerging world. Must transcend contemporary worship trends, 
go beyond “multi-sensory and postmodern”   

Need worship that is thoroughly biblical,  post-contemporary, pre-traditional, 
to lead to more complete encounter with God. 

 

 

 

IV Ways to introduce change/new: 

 A. one new element per week  
  responses 
  seasonal 
  hymn of month 

  



B. special services (whole service is “different” 
  Pentecost 
  world communion 
  youth/children 
   theme: mission, stewardship, community, healing 

 C. mid-week prayer/worship 
  Advent/Lent 
  Services for healing and wholeness 

 D. ministry teams: increase involvement of worship committee, congregation  
       members in planning/leading to bring diversity in age, experience, language,  
       culture, gifts 
 

V. EXAMPLES 

 intro movement: procession, prayer of confession 

 intro fabrics, items from various cultures 

 add art work/songs of children 

 silence 

 teens into technology 

 praying hands 

 variety of breads 
   
EXAMPLE for workshop group activity:  

How to use Psalm 104 for Closing Worship 
 one leader plus congregation using pew Bibles - alternate verses 
 two (or more readers) - alternate verses 
 multiple readers - congregation unison refrain 
 
Class decision:  multiple readers from class  
   (each reading one verse, using multiple versions, language of heart) 
each verse followed by refrain based on verse 1:  
   leader in English, unison in Spanish 

 
Psalm 96: The light shines - Everyday Psalms 
 
How to take offering? brainstorm ways 
 

 

Summary:   

Faithful Presbyterian worship will inherently be multicultural; If worship is  

not multicultural, then we’re not being faithful to the Presbyterian tradition 
 


